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SOME SPECIAL CHARACTERSTICs OF LATTrICE ORDERED 
COMMUTATIVE LOOPS 

V. B. V. N. PRASAD', K. PRASAD, MUDDA RAMESH, RAMA DEVI BURRI, AND T. RAMA RAO 

ABSTRACT. In this paper, we have shown that a commutative l-group resembles 

like a commutative l-group, and most of the features of l-groups are retained 
by the lloop. After developing some of the relevant properties of an LHoop, 

we have characterised its positive cone, obtained a necessary and sufficient 

condition for an l-loop to become an l-group and for it to be torally ordered. 

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1967, G. Birkhoff in Lattice Theory, various properties of lattice ordered 

groups were established. In 1970, T. Evans described about lattice ordered 

loops and quasigroups. In 1990, Hala made a description on quasigroups and 

loops [1-3]. In view of this a lot of interest has been shown different authors 

develop these concepts in different algebraic systems [4-13]. In 2019, B.Sailaja, 

V.B.V.N. Prasad, developed exploring the axiom of excluded middle and axiom 

of contradiction in fuzzy sets. In 2020, R. Sunil Kumar and V.B.V.N. Prasad were 

gave some special characteristics of Atoms in Lattice ordered loops and in 2020, 

V.B.V.N.Prasad, T. Rama Rao and some authors were gave Some Basic Principles 

on Posets, Hasse diagrams and lattices [14-16]. 

In this manuscript, we have shown that a commutative l-group resembles like 

a commutative l-group, and most of the features of l-groups are retained by the 

corresponding author 
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L Introduction 
Note2.1:We call the relation "<(less than or equal 

to)"is a partial order on the set P and P is said to 

be "a partly Ordered set "or a "Partially Ordered 

set or simply a "Poset" by the relation ". In 1963Gabor Szasz [|]. was introduced in 

Introduction to Lattice Theory definitions and 

some exampies and in 2010 S. Santha [2] gave 

some more examples of posets, hasse diagrams 

and lattices. In 2013, V. B. V.N. Prasad & JV 

Rao, were published Characterization of Quasi 

groups and Loops [3], Classification of partially 

ordered loops and lattice ordered loops [4), in 

2014 they were published Classification of 

Normal sub loop and ldeal of loops" [5] and in 

2014 Cones in Lattice ordered loops [6) were 

published in lattice ordered loops. 

Note 2.2:It is easy to observe that if < is a partial 

order on P then> is also a partial order on P and 

we call the partly ordered set (P, 2) the dual of the 

partly ordered set (P,). 

Definition 2.2:"Let (P, ) be a poset, the 

elements a, bE P are said to be 'comparable' if 

either ab or bsa. Otherwise they are called 

incomparable' elements". 

Definition 2.3: If (P. ) is a poset and the 

elements a, be P are comparable then (P.3) is 

called a chain. 
II PARTIAL ORDERE RELATION 

Definition2.1"A parly ordered set is a system 

comprising of a non-empty set P and a binary 
relation on P such that the following conditions 

are satisfied Vx. y, zEP. 

Definition2.4: Let R be a nonempty subset of a 

partly ordered set P. An clement ae P is known as 

an upper bound of R, if xs a Vx ¬ R. If R has at 

least one upper bound then we say that R is 

bounded above in P. () "Reflexive: xx 
Anti-symmetric: xsy and ysx *x=y

(ii) Transitive: xy and ySz xz" Definition2.5: An upper bound a of R is said to be 

a (LUB) least upper bouñd of R if, for some upper 
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Abstract: 
his manuscript illustrates the significance of a normal subloop, I-morphism, I-ideal of an -
loop also we have succeeded in determining a corresponding congruence relation on the lHoop 
and establishing a one-to-one correspondence between the l-ideals and congruence relations 
of an l-loop A. 

Key words: Loops, partial order, lattices, ordered abelian groups, Ideals-congruence relations 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

In 1967, G.Birkhoff in Lattice Theory, various properties of lattice ordered groups were 
established. In 1970, T.Evans described about lattice ordered loops and quasigroups. In 1990, 
Hala made a description on quasigroups and loops [l-3]. In view of this a lot of interest has been 
shown different authors develop these concepts in diferent algebraic systems. In 2014, V. B. V. 
N. Prasad and J. VenkateswaraRao, were gave Categorization of Normal Sub Loop and Ideal of 
Loops. In 2019, B.Sailaja, V.B.V.N.Prasad, developed exploring the axiom of excluded middle 
and axiom of contradiction in fuzzy sets. In 2020, R.Sunil Kumar and V.B.V.N.Prasad were 
giving some special characteristics of Atoms in Lattice ordered loops and in 2020, 
V.B.V.N.Prasad, T.Rama Rao and some authors were gave Some Basic Principles on Posets, 

Hasse diagrams and lattices. In 2020, V. B. V. N. Prasad1, K. Prasad, Mudda Ramesh, Rama 
Devi Burri and T. Rama Rao were established Some Special Characteristics of Lattice Ordered 

Commutative Loops. In 2020,Praveen VardhanKuppili, V.B.V.N. Prasad, Applicationof 
Translatesof Vague Setson Suspected CasesofCorana Virus Disease-2019 (COVID-19), [4-9]. 

2. L-IDEALS: 
Definition 2.1: Let A be an -Hoop. For a, bEA, we define atb= (u-b)v(b-u) =avb-unb. 

Lemma 2.1: Let A be a l-loop. Then Va,b EA 
ab 20 with equality if and only ifa=b. 
2 ab-b*a. 
3. (avb) *(anb) =a*b. e 
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Simultaneous Spectrophotometric Estimation of 

Copper(1) and Iron(111) by using 3, 4 dihydroxy 

benzaldehyde-1-(3 chloro- 2-Quinoxaliny) 
hydrazine (3, 4-DHBcQH) in presence of Neutral 

Tween-80 Micelles 
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Abstract: 3, 4 dihydroxy henzaldehyde-1- (3 Chloro- 2-Quinoxalinyl) hydrazone (3, 4-DHBCQI) 

characterized and employed as a simple simultancous second order derivative spectrophotometric method for the analysis of a 

Three-componcnt ystem containing Copperll1) and Iron(I1) without separation. The reagent (DHBCQH) reacis with 

Copperfl), and Iron(l) at pH 6.5, forming soluhle orange red coloured species. Copper and Iron present in the mixture are 

simultaneousBy determined without solving the simultaneous equations hy measuring the second derivative amplitudes at 430 nm 

and 420 nm, respectivelb 

Further, the derivative amplitudes obey Beer's law at 430 nm and 420 nm for Cufl), and Fe(lll) in the range 30.0- 110 

ng/ml and 25.0- 95 ng/m), respectively. 

A large number of additional ions did not interfere with the method. The simultaneous method can be applied for the 

determination of copper) and Iron(ll) in grape leaf sample. 

Keywords: Spectrophotometric Determination, Iron, Copper, 3,4-DHBCQH, Surfactant Tween-80. 

has heen ynthesized4, 

. INTRODUCTION 

Copper is a widely distributed metal in nature, and is an essential metal required by almost all living organisms in some of their 

biological activities. Deficiency of copper may lead to certain physiological disorders in both plants and animals, but at higher 

concentrations it works essentially as a pollutant. Iron is one of the most important transition element in living systems, being vital 

to both plants and animals. 
The stunted growth of the former is well known in soils, which arc cither themselves deficicnt in iron or in which high alkalinity 

renders the iron too insoluble to be accessible to the plants. Iron was the first minor elemcnt to be rocognized as being essential to 

human being and was used in the treatment of anaemia. The unique characteristics of micellar mcdia promotcd their widespread use 

in separation science and in chemical analysis. These include just their use to cnhance onc of the phenomenal phase is enhancing 

analyte/analytical reagents in water 

This eliminates the need for harsh solvent/water miscible organic co-solvents for solubilization. The enhanced extinction coefficient 

of coloured species increases the sensitivity (microgram to sub microgram through nanogram) and batho/hipso chromic shift of 

spectral profile results in selectivity of analytes. 

Hydrazides and hydrazones found extensive applications in pharmaceutical preparations, analytical chemistry for detection/ 

determination of low concentration of metal ions and intermediate/starting molecules in the preparation/synthesis of high impact 

chemical moieties 

Hydrazones are the condensation moieties of hydrazides/hydrazines with aldehydes/ketones with astounding chelating 

characteristics with metal ions in solution/solid phases. The multifaceted explorative research studies opened new vistas in 

analytical chemistry and biochemical interactions in_vitro/in_vivo/in_silico. 
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ABSTRACT 

A rapid and sensitive method has been developed for the determination of Fe(II) based on 

complexatuion reaction between the metal ion and 3,4,-dihydroxybenzaldehydethiosemicarbazone 

(DHBTSC) in the presence of non-ionic surfactant Tween-80. The important parameters 

affecting the analyical procedure were optimized. Absorption maximum for a termary complex 

was noted at Ax 365 nm. The reaction was found to be rapid at room temperature and 

absorbance remained constant for more than 24h. The method obeys Beer's law in the 

range13.96 to 97.73 ng Iml. The apparent molar absorptivity of 4.21*10°L mol em and 

Sandell's sensitivity 0.013ng/ml. The effect of foreign ions was tested by taking a constant

concentration of metal ion and determining its concentration in the presence of 2 100 folds in 

excess of forcign ions. The method was successfully used in the determination of Iron(11) in Leaf 

sample. Second order derivative spectrophotometric methods were developed at Au 48 Snm for 

the determination of Iron, whieh was more sensitive than the zero order method. 

Keywords: Spetrophotometrie Determination, Iron, 3,4-DHBTSC, Surfactant 

Tween-80, Leaf sample 
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ABSTRACT 
2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

ihis paper is regaudng AulisIn spertrun disorder(ASD) aund 

ts prevalenoe based on age. lhuee datascts fion diflerent 

SOurces are collected and an dditional dataset wIs oblained 

The three datasets of ditferent age groups are collected from 

the survey conducted by F.Abdeliaber in [1). Several 

sereening processes were conducted in [2.4.5, 12). However, 

we used di ferent classi fiers for the existing datasets. In [I} 

and 14] sume datasets were used generated from 
trom NSCH which consists of several attributed have 

undergone preprocessing and principal component analysis 
was applied in-order to achieve highest aceuracy i.e., in 

approximale of 999 for all the datasets used. lu iddition to 

this, the study also includes the sub-grouping i.c., the 

disorders under the spectrunn of ASD and the correlation 

between age and the disorde 

mubiie 

Screening app where the tormer used ten-told cross-validation

using if-then rules and obtained an accuracy around 90% and 

the latter performed KNN (K-Nearest Neighbur) and 

LDA(Lineur Discrininant analysis) and best of them turned 

out to be LDA with an accuracy of 90%. 

Key words Autis1n Spectrum Disurder (ASD), DSM-5 

(The Diaynostic and Statistical Munual of' Mental Disorders),
NSCH (Natinul survey of child ieallh ). 

The new Screening process was introduced in /l0] using MRI 

Scans and |13] has introduced similar technique using Neural 

networks classilier. The idea of considering age as an 

attribute us it was mentioned in [8] that eurly sy1nptoins 

prediction in children is diticult. 
1. INTRODUCTION

Aulism is delincd s a developnental disorder with tlhe 

difticulty of cognilion, physical mp:aiment, etc. Several 

ypes of research are conduced un autism in dillerent arcus. 

However, we are concerned regurding the types of disorders in 

the spectrunm of ASD. As early stulies reveal that eveu iulism 

wias treated as sclizuplireia until 1943. By referring to the 

existing database, we cun provide n aliernative diagnosis 

with the aid of machine learning techniques.

The role of DSM in the decision making of clinicians and 

medical experts is cited in [3,7]. In [7}. DSM-IV and DSM-V 

are compared and the stringent nature, advancements in 

DSM-V lhat meet the eriteria of ASD diagnusis re 

incorporated. Iu [3], the ideus of sub grouping of ASD and the 

signiticance of it during diagnosis are acknowledge. The 

basis of sub grouping iu |3| is trom clinical sumples of [7.9} 

and some existing datasets. The specitiers in DSM-5 are 

mentioned which aid the phenotypic characterization. 

This study a continuation of our carlier sludy of subgrouping 

the disorders using LDSM-5. We cuusidered several lactors 

like gender, history uf disorders, syuptoms, ele. We would 

ike to add the new altribule i.e, lie uge. Te datasets we are 

dealing with are of tlree diflerenl age groups and we have so 

far cUnducted fuur chne learning classification 

techniques. 
The proposed study iailms at building a nobile sereening tool 

that may be used by the citizens al thx comfort of iheir own 

home änd can assuss regarding te type of disorder, Whether 

the disorder is in thhe specrun ol autusn and trealunents tat 

are curtenily prelerred by lie edal eaperts lor tlie 

disorders. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

In this study, data is cullected trom three ditferent sources in 

raw formats. The datusets are of ditferent age groups i.e.. 

adult, adolescent, and toddler. Besides this we cullevtcd a 

dataset tium NSCH. All these datasets are preproressed for 

further applying the classitication algurithms of muchine 

learning. Later, machine learning algorithms Naive Buyes, 
Neural Networks, Support vector machue and random torest 

are applied. For achieving better accuracy, prucipal 

COmpoiel analysis is applied to the existng datasets. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presernts a hybril type 2 Source full-bridge dc/dc converter with high efficiency. Using a hybrid 

control scheme wth a sinple circuit structure, the proposed dc/dc converter has a Z- Source npedance 

wtich urll extend the runge of thhe full bridge converter. Under a normal input range, the proposed converter 

operates as a phuse shijt full bridge series-resonant converter that provides high efficiency by applying soft 

switching on all suitches and rectifier diodes and reducing conduction losses. When the input is louer tYhan 

the nommal input range, the converter operates as an active-clamp step-up converter that enhances an 

operation range. Due to thie iybrid operation, the proposed converter operates with larger phase-shyt value 

than the conventionul converters under the nonnal input range. Thus, the pruposed converter is capable of 

beng designed to gue high pouwer conversion efficiency and its operation range is extended. A 1-kW 

prototype is inplemented to confirm the theoretical analysis and validity of the proposed converter. 

Keywords- Active-clamp cireuit, full-bridge circuit, phase shift control 

Copvright 2018 lntermationul Juun nal for Molern lrends in Science and Technologv 

All rights rserved. 

Dc to dc converters are used in portable 

electronic devices such as cellular phones and 

laptop computers, which are supplied with power 

from batteries primarily. Such electronie devices 

often contain several sub-circuits, each with its 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A de-to-dc converter is n electronechanical 

device or electronic circuit which coIverts a source 

of direct current frum one voltage level to allotlier. 

It is a type of eleeiric power converter. Power levels 

range from very (sIall batteries) to very high 

(high-voltage 
dernands on de/dc converters with a high pOwer 

density, higBi efliciecy, and low electromagietic 

interference (EMIJ hiave teci uucreased in various 

industrial fields. As the switching frequency 
increases to ulbluin higti puwer density, switching 

own voltage level requirement ditlerent îrom that 

supplied by the battery or extemal supply 
(sometimes higher or lower than the supply 

voltage).Additionally, the battery voltage declines 

as its stored energy is drained. Switched de to de 

converters offer a nethod to increase voltage tium a 

power transnission).Nowadays, 

partially lowered butlery vultage thereby saving 

space instead ut using nultiple batteries to 

accomplish the suune thiung. 
Most dc to de converter circuits also rguBate 

the output voltage. Soe exceptions include 

high-eficiency LED power gkes hich areA 
kind of de to dc convert etPAd 

losses related tu tlhe tuin-on and turn-oll of the 

Switching devices iwreuse. 1ecause tlhese losses 

limit the inerease of the switching frequeney, soft 

Switching techniques are indispensuble. 
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ABSTRACCT 

in onder to sttundty unex°rt«anty cuncl nleri:.. .duttdu' uf d ouer und wuve power, this paper 

pPuposes arn inteynted u?ud annl uun'i.s 
lton stiln feil to u pouer yrid or connected with an 

olatecd ioacd using a °mUro yrud. Tu* . il yruteel system consists of a wind p0Lver generator, a 

xUNpourr generutor, a bidirectiwnel IM" 

connected to the DC sule of the puw 

ARPCd ard uxatn* pouN'" gernealtwn Nyslem 
MATYAB/Simulink. Steuly state nul dj. 

cUndttiorns are carried vut. To eaum th 

system, a latsorutory eale pliatform tx ui. 

tntegrated systen can mantan stulble upn *s itdy gnotA nlen lfjerentl uperatung conditiorns usng 

the proposed C nicro grid. 

8tNt, nd t yrnul tueed inverter. An energy storuge device is 

tyoul tuvuh u bi edirectional DC/DC cunverter. Both 

l aul nulhateal usny thhe written proyrum based on 

's of tu ulul system under vurious operating 

is lil uluy cluuru't'ristius of the propused ivntegrated 

sd. Tu n unntul results reveal hut the studied 

Keywords- Biudirectionul de/ele evuN'. idit'lvl yl tul nuerter, de microyrid, loud de/de 

r uet yenerator, wund pouer generutor. 
conierter, stability, wltaye souree covi. 

Al nghts rEved 

he nuuling capacity ot DGS comparing with 

VCiwial lurge syiichronous generators is 

uch sniller and, hence, the DC micro grid can be 

t'ly pplied to convert the generated 

. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, retiewable eneigy nd dt iiiiun 

generation 

increasing atention ant uve be'u 

tesearched and developed. ley gradualh ti 

system 
(DiS) have 

ViVing qquitutes ot nlLral renewable 

v yunl Dis into suwotth Dc electricity that 

tu e converted brk into AC quantities 

hlaveivl tu utier power systems [||,. {2]. Since the 

t 'nt ul Tenewable energy nd DGS, 

bu dtwnul )JC converterS ure usually 

concepls and operutiOS UI lis 

power generation systens. The rise u 

countries makes it possible thiat tus kuti 1a 

can be pructically applied tu a grd wd 

an isulated systen witlh wiud puwer, su 

hydro power etc. The ouput ol Di 
includes two kinds: DC and variube AC, 

uds with snooth 
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ABSTRACr 

Noundays, the active filters represent a viable alternatve for controlling harmonic levels in industrial 

consumers' electrical installations. It must be noted the availability of many diferent types of filter 

configurations that can be used but there is no standard method for rating the active filters. This paper 

focuses on basic principle of SAPF and the theoretical concepts describing the shunt active pouer Flter 

structure and design. The filter controller is basel on instantaneous pouer theory (p-q theory) and the circtuit 

performing as an inverter with PWM hysteresis control. To validate the peformance of shunt active filters a 

Matiab-Simulink model was developed. Simulation results are presented which verifies the pouer quality of 

the grid is enhanced 

Keywords- Active pouwer lter (APF), instanianeous pouer theory, photovoltaic (PV), power quality. 
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proportional to the applied voltage. A simple circuit 

as shown in Figure 1.1 illustrates the concept of 
current distortion. In this case, a sinusoidal voltage 

is applied to a simple nonlinear resistor in which 

the voltage and current vary according to the curve 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The power quality (PO) problems in power 

distribution systemns are not new, but pnly recently 

the effects of these problems have gained putlic 
awareness. Advances in semiconductor device shown. While the voltage is perfectly sinusoidal,

technology have fuelled a revolution in power 

electronics over the past decade, and there ure 

indications that this trend will continue |1]. 

However these power equipments which inclu.de 

adjustable-speed motor drives (ASDs), electroiic 

power supplies, direct current (DC) motor drives, 

battery 
responsible for the rise in related PQ proble.ns 
21-141. These nonlinear loads are constructed by 
nonlinear devices, in which the current is not 

ne resulting current is distorted. 

Nakaea Keaitor 

chargers, 
Figure 1.1 Current distortion caused by nonlnear resistance 

Nonlinear loads appear to be prime sources of 

harmonie distortion in a power distribution 

system. Harmonic eurrens produsged by nonlinear 

electronic ballasts ure 
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ABSTRACCT 

The photovoltaic (PV) gener 
high-pouwer quality. Basicully, one PV ge 

a function as un active pouur Jilter (4APF). 
detailed PV generator, dc/ dc boost cOn 

povt tracking, and dc/ ac voltage soure 
theory is applied to design the PV-AP 
introduced in this paper in order to inpr 

has proved that the combuned systeni 

compensate the harmonic current drawi 

101vulays, while typcul loads require mopre 

nlinear louds is desired to be integrated with 

Athree phuse three wire system, including a 

nlu rudiutiwn poLver using muxINun power 

t APE, is presentel. The instantuneous pouwer 

sreliuble perfornunces. A Fuzzy Controller is 

nunce. The MATLAB/ Sin ower Systems tool 

nnject maximum puwer fron a PV unit and 

ton is t 

Pply 

Sten 

..lte' 

Keywords: Harmonic Current, Total ila 0r tw yslen, Pouer Qualty. 
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axinum utilization of power electronic 

I. INTRoDUCTION 

in the present scenario, power quality 
supply are the main probleus in power 

that, the DG systems hus gol lut ul 

us n produce ionlineaity in network, and 

iects on overall system pertormace. To 

le problems caused by harnmonics, some til 

uleits are used inside the system. 

because of the limitation ot conveiiliu. ienerully, passive tilters is a solution to 

ie huuuonics. But these passive tilters are 
1Sible for resonance type problems occurred 

ii So that, active power filter is the better 

.t us conpaued to general ilters tor 

generation. The main advantage of DG 
more productive, high quality, and rv 

to loads to maintain coutituous aulut 
Therefore, the PV systen is considervd 

nite, uncontaminated alterauve rcsuu 

systems, there is a possibility to conveit 

energy to electrical 

interruptions. The etficiency of thhe sui 

can be improved by using general MNi 

freguently used MPP tecniques ure givC 

1. P&O Technique. 
2. INC Technique 
3. Fuzzy based MPPT Techuique 

nthis paper, PV APF system is proposed 
Cnergy Witl 

wit. produves un UPP supply to utility and 

l vnic eurrent to the loads 

.rueture of PVAPF System: 

ielfective utilization of generate@power with 

nwilexible can be achic by the concept of 
Gtd teconnected PV system, Jheihas HOAof 

Boatment 
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An Artificial Neural Network Genetic Algorithm 

with Shuffled Frog Leap Algorithm for Software 

Defect Prediction 

S.V.Achuta Rao, P.Santosh Kumar Patra 

Abstract: Defect prediction performances are significant to 

atrain quality of the sofiuure and to understand previous errors 

In this work, 

and recall and F measure for various classifiers are used. 1he 

artificial neural network optimizations make the assumption that 

more than wo algorithms for one optimization have been 

implemented. The optimization makes use of a heuristic jor 

choosing the best of the algorithms for being applied in a 

particular situation. An approach of hybrid optimization jor 

designing of the linkages method and is used for the dimensional

synthesis of the mechanism. TheANN models are assisted in their 

convergence towards a global minimum by the multi-directional 

search algorithm that is incorporated in the GA. The results hu ve 

shown an accuracy of classification of the NN-hybrid shuffled 

from algorihm to perform better by about 5.94% than that of the 
fuzzy classifiers and by about 3.59% of the NN-Lm training and 

by about 1.42% ofthe NN-shuffled frog algorithm.. 

the software system A latest class of heuristics of 

optimization are considered here. For constructing a hybrid 

register allocator that makes a choice from two register 

allocation algorithms which are linear scan and graph 

colouring. Most of the SDP studies aim in correctly 

classifying the software artefacts like the subsystems or the 

files to make them fault-prone or not.The other SDP studies 

have been interested in the prediction of the defects that are 

part of the software artefacts to ensure they are ranked. 

The objective is to create an allocator which will strive to 

get the required balance between 2 factors that strive to select 

a better packing of variables for the registers (ensuring 

efticient run time pertformance is achieved) also making an 

attempt to bring down the allocator's overhead. The 

complications that arise out of real world problems taking into 

Keywords : Hybrid Optimization, Fuzzy Clussifiers, Def:ct consideration the necessity for advanced formulas or 

asvessing the classification accuracy, precisin, 

Prediction, Classification and Hybrid Shuffled Frog Leap. optimization for assisting in the problems of optimization. 

The main aim of these problems is the calculation of 

minimum objective functions and most of the algorithms that L INTRODUCTION 

The practice of identitying the defective software system are population based have been proposed for finding optimal 

parts is referred to as SDP. The software defects can be solutions and the metaheuristics has been able to establish 

effectively predicted using The Software Defect Prediction itself as a practical approach for simulating solutions that are 

Model (SDPM). Such models can use various softwi.re optimal. But the researcher has to make not that all thesee 

metrics that are available for carrying out the SDP methods have been designed for solving combination 

mechanism. The Efficiency of SDP is needed for all softWare optimization issues and for implementing this and does not 

systems. In the first place, it enhances both the quality and the 

testing efficiency. It enhances customer satisfaction in the 

second place. Next, it reduces the cost of defect correction 

and finally, it aids in the delivery of reliable software. In 

order to predict the defects in an efficient manner the 

developers may adopt many techniques for achieving the 

results desired. Many techniques are needed to ease tlis 

process. The choice of technique however, is a factor that has 

some concern. Many soft computing approaches re 

suggested for SDP. Soft computing is that which is used 1or 

the combination of techniques of computer science like 

Arificial Inteligence (Al), Machine learning techniques a.d them to fall into a local extreme fat the time of the training for 
other disciplines of engineering. Many models are bei ng 

proposed for the SDP that use different techniques of machine 

learning for learning and predicting the defected modules in 

ensure the availability of simulated noises. 
There are some disadvantages in the ANN and it is that 

there is a fixation at a local minimal point and also a snail 

pace learning process. like any typical ANN, for machine 

defect, the BP network is used and its identification will its 

superior ability of nonlinear mapping. But it does have many 
shortcomings like a sluggish convergence and low precision 
of solution. Normally the parameters of training of the BP 

network model are selected in a random manner. Because of 

this, the starting weights and their thresholds are capable of 
being assigned in an inappropriate manner .Thus, it is easy for 

this network. In this literature, certain algorithms are 

attempted for improving the BP network's pertormance. 
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A hybrid optimization reduees the compilation etfort that 
uses an effective algorithm mostly but also uses a very costly 
and etticient algorithm for optimizaion which seldom whenit 

deserves gets thea xtra 
advantage that may by orth 
all its eftort. 
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DECENTRALIZED ACCESS CONTROL OF DATA 

STORED IN CLOUD 
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ABSTRACT 

Here we propose a new limited access managementscheme for secure duta storuge in clouds that provides 

anonymous verification. With thisproposedtheme, tie cloud confirms the credibility of the user at the time not 

knowing the user's identification before storing data. Our schemeadditionally has the other feature of access 

managementduring whichsingle valid user'ssquar e measureready todecrypt the keepdata. This prototype 

prevents rerun attacks and supports creation, inser1ion, and reading datakeepwithin the cloud storage. We tend 

toas wellas address user revocation. Moreover, our validating and access controlmanagementtheme is localized 

and robust, not likeother access managementsystens designed for clouds storagethatsquare measurecentrul. 

The message, computation, and storage expensesoverheads measureadore centralized approaches 

L. INTRODUCTION 

Research in distributed computing is accepting a ton of consideration from both scholarly and modern universes. 

In distributed computing, clients can outsource their calculation and capacity to servers (likewise called mists) 

utilizing Internet. This liberates clients from the borhers of keeping up assets on location. Mists can give a few 

sorts of administrations like applications (eg, Google Apps, Microsoft online), foundations (e.g, Amazon's 

EC2, Eucalyptus, Nimbus), and stages to offer engineers some assistance with writing applications (e.g.. 

Amazon's S3, Windows Azure). 

A great part of the information put away in mists is exceedingly delicate, for instance, restorative records and 

interpersonal organizations. Security and protection are hence critical issues in distributed computing. In one 

hand, the client ought to verify itself before starting any exchange, and then again, it must be guaranteed that the 

cloud does not mess around with the information th.t is outsourced. Client protection is additionally required so 

that the cloud or different clients don't have a clue about the character of the client. The cloud can consider the 

client responsible for the information it outsources and in like manner, the cloud is itself responsible for the 

administrations it gives. The legitimacy of the client who stores the information is likewise checked. Aside from 

the specialized answers for guarantee security and protection, there is additionally requirement for law 

implementation. 
As of late, Wang et al. [2] tended to secure and reli..ble distributed storage. Cloud servers inclined to Byzantine 

disappointment, where a capacity server can fall flat in self-assertive ways [2]. The cloud is additionally inclined 

to information alteratin and server conspiring ass sults. In server intriguing y,,BSenemy can tede ott PKINCIPAEemy can 
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SMART WORK THROUGH SOFT SKILLS 
Y. Jyotsna Sirisha Rani 

(Asst. Professor, Vikas College of Englneering & Technology) 

ABSTRACT 

publicat "Personality and soft skills are the indispensable wheels that help the Veda 

monolith of modert. industry run smoothly." In the process of globalization different trends have been emerging in teaching learning process specifically in 
the field of English language and communication. In conjunction with hard skills 
and domain expertise, soft skills play an important role in the first job interview 
one faces, but also fur subsequent career advancement. 

In my paper I would like to discuss soft skills as one of the emerging 
trends in English language pedag0gy. Soft skill is a term often used by career 
advisers and employers to describe the kind of essential personal and social 
skills people need to do most jobs. Beyond educational qualifications, technical 
expertise and quantitative expertise, there lies the importance for soft skills. 
Soft skills help us to excel in our positions. Knowing how to get along with the 
people and displaying a positive attitude are crucial for success. 

Keywords: Career Aavisers, Essential Personal Skils, Quantitative Expertise 

Copyright VEDA Publication 
Sociologists define the term soft skill as Institute, among 500 CEOs long term success in job is 'Emotional Intelligence Quotient.' They are non 75% due to soft skills and only 25% due to technical technical, intangible personality specific skills that skill. 

made a person a leader, negotiator and confl ct IMPORTANCE OF SOFT SKILLS 
mediator. Hard skills on the other hand are sald to ue 

Intelligence 
qualifications, experience and expertise etc. Wth 

The importance of soft skills often 
undervalued and there is far less training provided 

Quotient', l.e, the educatioial 

for it than hard skills. Developing soft skills is a hard inçcreased globalization and rapid changing in work. It requires courage and perseverance. It takes business expectations, the professional managers discipline to learn these skills. For some people soft 
seeking something beyond educational experti e, skills come naturally but for some, they need to work which we call today soft skils. According to tne harder to acquire them. Soft skills are very important resutts of research conducted by Stanford Research to handle inter pegrelations, to take 
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The Elementary Provisions Of Micro 
strip Patch Antennas 

Munnangi Koti Reddy,Ph.D Resoarca Scholar, Kalinga University.kotiklet@gmail.com 

VLN Phanl Ponnapalli,Ph.D Researcn Scholar, Annamalal Unlversity.pvinphani@gmail.com 

Abstract-A microstrip patch antenna conslsts of radiating patch on one slde of dlelectrlc substrate and has the 

ground plane on other side. Microstrip patch anenna can provide frequency agilty, feed line flexibilty, beam 
sCAnning Omni directional pattern. This work xplores the performance onhancoment of microstrlp patch 

antenna by studying the varlous papera. The antennas are analyzed using the ditferent antenna parameters like 
Radiation pattern, Gain, Return loss, Directivlty and Radlation pattern. Microstrip patch antennas can be fed by 
a variety of methoda. These methods can be cleas sified into two categorles- contactlng and non-contacting. 

1. Introduction 
In its most basic form, a Microstrlp patch antenna consists of a radiating patch on one side of a 
dielectric substrate which has a ground plane on the other side as shown in Figure.1. The patch is 

generally made of conducting materlal such as copper or gold and can take any possible shape. 
The radiating patch and the feed lines are usually photo etched on the dielectric substrate. 

Palch 

Diclevtic Sub>uale 

Gioud Plane 

Figure.1 Structure of a Microstrip Patch 

Antenna 1.1 Advantages and Disadvantages 

Microstrip patch antennas are increasing in popularity for use in wireless applications due to their 
low-profile structure. Therefore they are extremely compatible for embedded antennas in handheld 

wireless devices such as cellular phones, pagers etc... The telemetry and communication antennas 
on missiles need to be thin and conformal and are often Microstrip patch antennas. Another area 
where they have been used successfully is in Satellite communication. Some of their principal 
advantages discussed by [6] and Kumar and Ray [9] are given below: 
Light weight and low volume. 
Low profile planar configuration which can be easily made conformal to host surface. 
Low fabrication cost, hence can be manufactured in large quantities. 
Supports both, linear as well as circular polarization. 
Can be easily integrated with microwave integrated circuits (MICs). 
Capable of dual and triple frequency operations. 
Mechanically robust when mounted on ngid surfaces. 

Microstrip patch antennas suffer from a nunber of disadvantages as compared to conventional 
antennas. Some of their major disadvantagus discussed by [I9] and Garg et al [10] are given below 
Narrow bandwidth 
Low efficiency 
Low Gain 
Extraneous radiation from feeds and junctions 

*Corresponding Author: Munnangi Koti Reddy, Emall id: kotikiet@gamail.com 
Article History: Recelved: Oct 04, 2018, Revised: Nov 25, 2018, Accepted: Dec 28, 2018 2710 
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EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF PLANT DISEASE 

DETECTION BY USING K-MEANS CLUSTERING 

ALGORITHM 

IMd IMRAN, 2. Mr. VLN PHANI PONNAPALLI, 3. Mr.B.VENKATESWARA REDDY 

M.Tech.(Ph.D) Assistant Professor, Dept o ECE, Vikas College of Engncering & Technology 

M.Tech.(Ph. D) Associate professor &H.O.D, Dept of ECE, Vikas College of Engneering & 

TechnologY 

ABSTRCAT: For the acknowledgment and aversiO 

of discase of plants from getting spread, this pape 

discussed a systerm using raspberry Pl. For the inag 

examination, the k-suggests gathering count was used 

t has various positive conditions for the use in colossa 

farms of yieids and thusly it subsequently perceive 
signs of affliction at whatever point they appear o 
leaves of the plant. In pharmaceutical research of lea 

aiiment ID is basic and essential subject for researcl 

since it has points of interest in observing harvests is. 
field at the casing and as such it subsequently 

recognize appearances of disease by picture taking carc 

of by k-intfers grouping computation. The term disease 

suggests the kind of mischief to the plants. This papes 

gives the best method to area of plant contaminations 

using picture getting ready and forewarning about the 

disease caused by sending email, SMS moreover 

demonstrating the name of the disease on the screei 

show of the proprietor of the system.To refresl 

provincial things, customized area of contamination 

indications is proftable. The arrangement anu 

utilization of these developments which is completely 
customized and it will essentially help in the invention 

application. It will reduce the cost required for the 

pesticides and diverse products. This will incit 

increment in effectiveness of the developing. 

KeyTermsmage Processing, GSM, Raspberry Pi 

Python 
1.INTRODUCTION 

ofn the environment, where 

significant long time in the wake of depieting and 

running off, debasing ground water. Another negativee 

effect of this cxample has been on the fortunes of the 

farming communities 

Notwithstanding this supposed increased productivity, 

farmers in every practical sense every country around 

the world have seen a downturn in their fortunes. This 

hey remain for a 

around the globe. 

1s where organic developing comes in. Normal 

developing has the capability to manage all of these 

issues. The central activity of organic developing relies 

upon treatment, vermin and affliction control. Plant 

disease acknowledgment through exposed eye view of 

the reactions on plant leaves, meld rapidly extending of 

intricacy. On account of this unpredictability and to the 
broad number of cultivated Crops and their current 

psychopathological issues, even experienced rustic 

experts and plant pathologists may consistentiy 
disregard to successfully dissect express infirmities, 
and are accordingly incited stirred up tinishes and 

concern arrangements. An autonated system pruposed 
to help recognize plant sicknesses by the plant's 

appearance and visual indications could be of 

unprecedented help to fledglings in the rustic 

technique. This will be exhibit as important strategy tor 

agriculturists and will alarm them at the helpfül time 
before spreading of the discase over vast zone. 

Farming is the foundation of the Indian economy 
immense commercialization of an agriculture has 

very negative effect on our condition. The use o 

chemical pesticídes has provoked giant elements o 

compound advancement in our condition, in soil 

water, air, in animals and even in our own bodies. Fak 
manures gives on a fleeting effect on productivity 

anyway an increasingly drawn out term negative eftec: 

Significant learning builds up a continuous, present day 
framework for image taking care of and data

examination, with correct results and large potential. 
As significant learning has been viably applied in 

distinctive zones, it has starting late entered 

furthermore the space of agriculture. So we will apply 

significant making sense of how to make an algorithm 
for motorized acknowledgment and game plan vf 

plantleaf discases. Nowadays, Convolutional Neural 
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GLOBALJoURNaL or EnGiNEERING SciENCE AND REsEaRCHES 
IMPLEMENTATION of DATA LOGGER INTEGRATED with TRANSMITTER and 

SENSOR 
Sailaja Chennuru' & VIN Phani Ponnapalli? M.Tech Scholar, Department of ECE, VIKAS College of Engg & Tech 

Assistant Professor, Departmenit of ECE, VIKAS College of Engg & Tech 

ABSTRACT 
he Data logger integrated with transmitter and sensor used in AWS (Automatic weather station) products.The data-logger is the heart of the Automatic Weather Station. In high quality weather stations, the data-logger may be 

designed by the supplier to be the perfect solution for a particular meteorological client. Indeed, usually data-loggers found in the market don't fit the requirement in terms of power consumption, inputs, communication, protection against animals (ants, rats, etc.), humidity, salty air, sand etc. The main functions of a data-logger are (A) Measurement: the data-logger collects the information from every sensor and archives it Calculation: the data-logger processes most of the meteorological data for the users. (B) Data storage: the data- ogger saves all the data either on its own memoiy or on USB memory card. (C) Power supply: the data-loggermanages the power supply of the Automatic Weatlier Station, using a solar panel for instance. Communication: the 

data-logger manages the communication protocols with the remote server. The different communication protocols are usually UHF Transmitter and GSM based communication. 

Keywords: Introduction, Back Ground related project, Design plane, Testing, Result, Reference websites. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This document describes Data logger integrated with sensors. Augmentation of current observation network is essential for providing weather and related information at local level. The AWS is designed as a very compact, modular, rugged, powerful and low cost system anu housed in a portable self-contained package. The AWS consists 
of compact data logger, data transmitter, and crossed Yagi Antenna, GPS, Solar Panel and Meteorological Sensors (Air Temperature, Relative Humidity, Atmospheric Pressure, Wind Direction, Wind Speed, Solar Radiation, Rai 
Gauge etc...).A WS transmits Meteorological Data from any remote station installed in the footprint of 
INSAT/KALPANA Satellite. 

Minimum Power requirements allow extended field use from a DC Voltage Source. The Automatic Weather Station 
(AWS) will be installed in the field for collecting Meteorological data. Each AWS will automatically take the 
observations from all meteorological sensors every nour (or user selected interval) and store data in its niemory. The 
logged data will be transmitted in a self-timed pseudo random manner in its prescribed 10 minutes slots within an 
hour. 

Every AWS transmits its meteorological data in a burst of 68 millisecond duration (at a data rate of 4.8kbps) 3 times 
within its allotted transmission window. The overall probability of data reception for the system is 95% or better. 
The data from the AWS network could be received centrally by an Earth Receiving Station (ERS) at the users at the 
users end. The ERS will receive and process the d.ata transmitted by all AWS's in the tield. The Transmitter, Data 
logger, Power supply and battery are housed in a weather proof enclosure. This AWS operates on a single 12 Volts 
rechargeable SMF battery, charged by a suitable solar panel. 

I. BACK CROUND RELATED TO PKOJECr 

An AWS data Receiving Earth Station at Pune will be installed. There will be 550 AWS stations installed all over 
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A Design for the Quad Band Pass Filter Using a Stub 
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Abstract: Band pass filters are widely used in ireless transmitters and receivers. A compact (Juad band pass filter with stub loaded technique has been designed in this paper. HFSS (High Freyuency structure 
simuiator) software is used for the designing puu pose. By the help of this technique four (quad) pass band 
band pass filter has attained The filter having an insertion loss of 0.8663, 8.1760, 3.0527, 3.8269 and located at 0.7. 1.31. 1.9, 4.2 GHz. The calculated return loss are 19.5, 9.04, 15.8, 19.7 dB. 

Keywords: Band pass filter, stub loaded technique, resonator, transmitter and receiver. 

I. INT&ODUCTION 
Various researches have been done on the bandpass tilter to meet the requirement for the better results. The research for the tri-band bandpass filter has been done and i was one of the critical frontend components in the cordless communication system and the stub loaded technique was used to attain the triple pass band [I].The research for the 

dual-band bandpass filter has been reported and a novel stub loaded resonator has been used for the advantage that the 
odd mode resonant frequencies can be fixed and the even mode resonant frequencies can be controlled easily [2].A tri 
band bandpass filter with a wide stop band was cons.ructed with a asymmetric stub loaded resonator technique and 
three pass bands were attained (3). A tri band bandass filter with a stub loaded technique and Deflected ground resonator (DGS) resonator was constructed to obtain the tri band response [4-5,7]. To obtain the tri-band response a 
ring resonator with a three pairs of degenerate modes was constructed [6). The above mentioned filters were made with 

the large circuit size but a additional loaded stub was applied to the design of tri-bandpass filter to attain the better 
results [8]. Various multi-band filters were made to att.in the better results, such as SIR (stepped impedance resonator) 
was also used in [9) and coupled stepped impedance re sonator was used in [10)].To analyze the resonance characteristic 
the even odd method is used. 

1. FLTER DESIGN 

Grounding via 

Figure : Design of a bandpass f,lter using multimode stub loaded resonatur 
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